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Abstract
LetMn(K) (resp. M(n,m)(K)) be the ring of all square n×n (resp.

of all rectangular n × m ) matrices with entries from a field K. Let
A ∈ Mn(K), B ∈ Mm(K) and C ∈ M(n,m)(K). The Sylvester
matrix equation (SME)

AX −XB = C (1)

where X ∈ M(n,m)(K), play a central role in many areas of applied
mathematics and in particular in systems and control theory. It is well
known that if K is an algebraically closed field then the matrix equation
(1) possesses a unique solution if and only if the matrices A and B have
no common eigenvalues (see [[3]] and [11]). In this work we give a brief
survey of methods used to solve the (SME) and we study the solvability
of the Sylvester matrix equation (1) over an arbitrary field K. By using
some new results on Sylvester operator (see [[6]]) we show that the
Sylvester matrix equation admits a unique solution if and only if the
characteristic polynomial of A and the characteristic polynomial of B
have no common prime factors. In this case, a wonderful polynomial
solution of the Sylvester matrix equation is described.
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1 Introduction

The Sylvester matrix equations (1), containing the Lyapunov matrix equa-
tion as a special case(B = −AT ), has numerous applications in control the-
ory, signal processing, filtering, model reduction, image restoration, decou-
pling techniques for ordinary and partial differential equations, implementation
of implicit numerical methods for ordinary differential equations, and block-
diagonalization of matrices (for more details, see, for example [[3],[5],[7],[2],[12]]
as a few references). In [9] the authors describe some methods to solve the
(SME):

• To solve the homogeneous equation of (1) one can reduce A and B to their
normal Jordan form and convert then to a set simple matrix equation.

• Stewart method and the Hassenberg-Schur method.These methods are
based on transforming the coefficient matrices into Schur or Hassenberg
form and then solving linear equations directly by a back-subsitution
process.

• By using the Kronecker Product [See 2].

In this work we give an independently proof using Taylor formula of the poly-
nomial solution of (SME) (the third presented method in [9]).

2 The Kronecker Product

2.1 The Vec Operator

The Vec operator transforms a matrix to a vector by stacking its columns on
top of each other. If X is a matrix of order (n ×m) and xi is the ith column

of X the Vec operator is defined by V ec(X) =


x1
x2
...
xm

 from it follows that

V ec(X) is an nm column vector. V ec(X + Y ) = V ec(X) + V ec(Y ).

2.2 The Kronecker Product

Definition 2.1 (see[1] p. 193) The Kronecker Product between a matrix
X of order (n ×m) and a matrix Y of order (o × p) is defined as X

⊗
Y =
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x11Y x12Y · · · x1mY
x21Y x22Y · · · x2mY

...
...

...
...

xn1Y xn2Y · · · xnmY

 where xij denotes the ith,jth element of X.

Hence X
⊗

Y is a matrix order (no×mp).

Theorem 2.2 For the matrices X,Y and Z such that the product XYZ is
defined, the following property holds:

V ec(XY Z) = (ZT
⊗

X)V ec(Y )

where ZT denotes the transpose matrix of the matrix Z.

Proof. See [10] and [1]

2.3 Application to solve Sylvester matrix equation

Let In stands for the identity matrix of order n. We can rewrite the Sylvester
matrix equation as (Im

⊗
A − BT

⊗
In)V ec(X) = V ec(C) indeed AX −

XB = C implies V ec(AX − XB) = V ec(C),hence V ec(AX) − V ec(XB) =
V ec(C),hence V ec(AXIm) − V ec(InXB) = V ec(C), so (Im

⊗
A)V ec(X) −

(BT
⊗

In)V ec(X) = V ec(C) i.e., (Im
⊗

A−BT
⊗

In)V ec(X) = V ec(C).

3 Sylvester operator

Throughout this paper, we use the following notations. K will always denote a
field. If P, Q ∈ K[X] are two polynomials, then gcd(P, Q) denote the greater
common divisor of the polynomials P and Q and Res(P,Q) is the resultant of
P and Q.
Let A be a square matrix, then CA stands for the characteristic polynomial of
A and mA stands for the minimal polynomial of A.

3.1 Properties of Sylvester operator

Definition 3.1 Let A ∈ Mn(K) and B ∈ Mm(K). The linear transfor-
mation

ψ(A,B) :M(n,m)(K) −→ M(n,m)(K)

T −→ AT − TB

is called the Sylvester operator associated to A and B.
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Recall that ψ(A,B) = φA − φ′B where

φA :M(n,m)(K) −→ M(n,m)(K)

T −→ AT

and
φ′B :M(n,m)(K) −→ M(n,m)(K)

T −→ TB

are commuting linear transformations associated to A and B.

Remark 3.2 Let C(A, B) = {T ∈ M(n,m)(K) |AT = TB} be the kernel
of ψ(A,B). The subspace C(A, B) of the K-vector spaceM(n,m)(K) is called the
Sylvester space (or the centralizer space) of A and B.
In the sequel of the paper we will use the notation ψ instead of ψ(A,B).

Proposition 3.3 Let K be a field. Let P ∈ K[X] . Let A ∈ Mn(K), B ∈
Mm(K) and let ψ = φA − φ′B be the Sylvester operator associated to A and
B. Then for any polynomial P ∈ K[X], the following results hold

• P (φA) = φP (A)

• P (φ′B) = φ′P (B)

• ψk(P (φ′B)(T )) = ψk(T )P (B) for all positive integer k and for all T ∈
M(n,m)(K).

Proof. Indeed, it suffice to notice that for all positive integer k and for
all T ∈M(n,m)(K):

• φA
k(T ) = AkT

• φ′B(T ) = TBk

• ψ(TP (B)) = ψ(T )P (B).

Corollary 3.4 Let K be a field. Let A ∈ Mn(K), B ∈ Mm(K) and let
ψ be the Sylvester operator associated to A and B. Then for any matrix T ∈
M(n,m)(K) and for all positive integer k,

ψk(T ) =
k∑

i=0

Ci
kA

iT (−B)k−i.

Proof. Indeed ψ = φA − φ′B. As φA and φ′B commute then it suffice to
use the binomial formula.
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4 Solvability of the (SME)

Let K be an algebraically closed field. Let A ∈ Mn(K) and B ∈ Mm(K). Let
σ(A) denote the spectrum of the matrix A (i.e., the set of all eigenvalues of the
matrix A). The Sylvester-Rosenblum Theorem on the solvability of the (SME)
(see [[3], §2, p.2]) states that C(A, B) = 0 if and only if σ(A) ∩ σ(B) = ∅.
This important theorem could be restated over any arbitrary field K as in the
following result.

Proposition 4.1 Let K be a field. Let A ∈ Mn(K) and B ∈ Mm(K).
Then Sylvester matrix equation AX − XB = C admits a unique solution for
any C ∈M(n,m)(K) if and only if CA and CB have no common prime factors
in K[X].

Proof. It is clear that (SME) admits a unique solution for any C if and
only if the Sylvester operator associated to A and B is an isomorphism. It
suffice then to use the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2 Let K be a field. Let A ∈ Mn(K) and B ∈ Mm(K). Let
Res(P, Q) denote the resultant of the polynomials P and Q. The following are
equivalent:

1. the Sylvester operator associated to A and B is an isomorphism

2. C(A, B) = 0

3. CA and CB have no common prime factors in K[X]

4. Res(CA, CB) 6= 0

5. Res(mA, mB) 6= 0

Proof. See [[6],Proposition 4.5,p.7]

Remark 4.3 Let K be a field. Let A ∈ Mn(K) and B ∈ Mm(K). Then
CA and CB have no common prime factors in K[X] if and only if mA and
mB have no common prime factors in K[X].

Lemma 4.4 Let K be a field. Let A ∈ Mn(K), B ∈ Mm(K) and C ∈
M(n,m)(K). Any solution of the Sylvester matrix equations is the sum of a
fixed particular solution of equation (1) and a solutions of the homogenous
part of the matrix equation (SME) (equation (1) when C = 0).
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Proof. Indeed, if X is the general solution of (1) and X0 is a particular
solution of (1) then AX −XB = C and AX0 −X0B = C so

A(X − X0) − (X − X0)B = 0 hence (X − X0) is the general solution of
the homogenous part of the matrix equation (SME) (i.e., equation (1) when
C = 0).

The following results are straightforward.

Corollary 4.5 The set of the solutions of equation (1) is the affine space
associated to the vector space of the solutions of the homogenous part of the
matrix equation (1).

Corollary 4.6 The dimension of the affine space of the solutions of equa-
tion (1) is equal to dimK C(A, B).

Lemma 4.7 Let K be field. Let A ∈ Mn(K), B ∈ Mm(K) and C ∈
M(n,m)(K). The Sylvester matrix equation

AX −XB = C (1)

where X ∈M(n,m)(K), has a unique solution if and only if the unique solution
of the homogenous equation AX −XB = 0 is X = 0.

4.1 The polynomial solution of (SME)

Let’s give a description to the polynomial solution of the Sylvester matrix
equation. Indeed if K is an arbitrary field and P ∈ K[T ], we denote by ∆kP
the coefficient of Y k in P (X + Y ). Then

P (X + Y ) =

p∑
k=0

(∆kP )(X)Y k.

The following lemma is very useful to descrip the polynomial solution of (SME):

Lemma 4.8 Let K be a field. Let P ∈ K[T ] of degree p and let X ,Y be
two indeterminates over K. Then

• ∆kP (X) ∈ K[X] for all 0 ≤ k ≤ p

• k!∆kP (X) = P (k)(X), P (k) is the kth derivative of P .

Proof. See [[4], Propsition 5, p. 6]
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Proposition 4.9 Let K be a field. Let P ∈ K[T ] of degree p. Let f , g ∈
LK(E) such that f ◦ g = g ◦ f . If h = f − g then

P (f) =

p∑
k=0

∆kP (h)gk

Proof. h = f − g implies f = g + h and we deduce the result by substi-
tuting X by h and Y by g in the expression of P (X + Y ) above.

Remark 4.10 As g = f − h then P (f) =
∑p

k=0 ∆kP (g)hk.

Corollary 4.11 Let K be a field. Let P ∈ K[T ] of degree p. Let A ∈
Mn(K), B ∈Mm(K) and let ψ = φA− φ′B be the Sylvester operator associated
to A and B. Then P (φA)− P (φ′B) =

(∑p
k=1 ψ

k−1 ◦∆kP (φ′B)
)
◦ ψ

Proof. ψ = φA − φ′B and φA,φ′B are commuting linear transformations
an by the proposition 4.9 and the remark 4.10. we have the result.

Theorem 4.12 Let K be a field.A ∈ Mn(K), B ∈ Mm(K) and let ψ =
φA− φ′B be the Sylvester operator associated to A and B. If the characteristic
polynomial of A and the characteristic polynomial of B have no common prime
factors then

i) ψ is an isomorphism.

ii) There exists a polynomial P ∈ K[X] of degree p such that the inverse of ψ is

Φ =

(
p∑

k=1

ψk−1 ◦∆kP (φ′B)

)
.

Proof. For i) see [[6], Proposition 4.5, p.7]. For ii) since gcd(CA, CB) = 1
there exists two polynomials U ∈ K[X], V ∈ K[X] such that UCA + V CB =
1. It suffice to choice P = V CB. Such P verifies P(A)=I and P(B)=0 so
P (φA) = φP (A) = I and P (φ′B) = φ′P (B) = 0. Hence by corollary 4.11 we have

Φ ◦ ψ = idV , where V =M(n,m)(K).

Corollary 4.13 Let K be a field. Let A ∈ Mn(K), B ∈ Mm(K) and
C ∈M(n,m)(K). If AT − TB = C and if gcd(CA, CB) = 1 then there exists a
polynomial P ∈ K[X] of degree p such that

T =

p∑
k=1

k−1∑
i=0

AiC ηk(B)

where ηk(B) = Ci
k−1(−B)k−i−1 1

k!
P (k)(B) is a polynomial matrix of B.
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Proof. Indeed AT−TB = C is equivalent to ψ(T ) = C. If gcd(CA, CB) =
1 then ψ(T ) = C is equivalent to T = Φ(C). By the above theorem there exists
a polynomial P ∈ K[X] of degree p such that T = Φ(C) =

(∑p
k=1 ψ

k−1 ◦∆kP (φ′B)
)

(C).

Hence by straightforward calculations we deduce that T =
∑p

k=1
1
k!
ψk−1(C)P (k)(B).

By corollary 3.4 we got the result.

Corollary 4.14 With the same assumption as above if P =
∑p

s=0 asX
s

then

T =

p∑
k=1

k−1∑
i=0

p∑
s=k

fi,s,kA
iCBs−i−1

where fi,s,k = Ci
k−1C

s
k(−1)k−i−1as

Proof. Indeed, if P =
∑p

s=0 asX
s then P (k) =

∑p
s=k as

s!
(s−k)!X

s−k.

ηk(B) = Ci
k−1(−B)k−i−1

1

k!

p∑
s=k

as
s!

(s− k)!
Bs−k

=

p∑
s=k

(−1)k−i−1asC
i
k−1

s!

(s− k)!

1

k!
Bs−i−1

=

p∑
s=k

(−1)k−i−1asC
i
k−1C

s
kB

s−i−1

Hence

T =

p∑
k=1

k−1∑
i=0

p∑
s=k

fi,s,kA
iCBs−i−1

Remark 4.15 Recall that Cp
nC

q
p = Cq

nC
n−p
n−q and Cp+1

n = n−p
p+1

Cp
n. Then

ηk(B) =
∑p

s=k(−1)k−i−1asC
i
sC

s−i
s−k+1

s−k+1
k

Bs−i−1

4.2 Implementation of (SME)

We describe briefly the implementation of the solution of the (SME). With
the last corollary and the last remark one can easily implement the solution
using maple software. and the commands in maple: gcd(CA, CB) to test if
gcd(CA, CB) = 1 if this is the case we can use the command gcdex(CA, CB,

′ U ′,′ V ′)
to determine U,V such that UCA + V CB = 1 and hence to compute the poly-
nomial P. And by using the command add we can compute the solution T from
the formula above.
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Algorithm 1

> with(LinearAlgebra);
> Insert the matrices A,B,C;
> CA:=characteristic(A,x);
> CB:=characteristic(B,x);
> gcd(CA, CB);
> gcdex(CA, CB, x, ’U’, ’V’);
> V;
> P := expand(VCB);
> p := degree(P);
> T := add(add(add(evalm((((binomial(k −
1, i).(−1)(k−i−1).binomial(s, k).coeff(P, x, s).Ai)&*C)&*B(s−i−1))), s =
k..p), i = 0..k − 1), k = 1..p);
> evalm(T);
> evalm((A&* T)-(T&*B));

5 Conclusion

In this work we study the solvability of the Sylvester matrix equation (1) over
an arbitrary field K. By using some new results on Sylvester operator (see [[6]])
we show that the Sylvester matrix equation admits a unique solution if and
only if the characteristic polynomial of A and the characteristic polynomial
of B have no common prime factors. In this case, a wonderful polynomial
solution of the Sylvester matrix equation is described.
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